
7.30pm  Tuesday 16 March 2020

Public Meeting, Eastside Community Trust, Bristol Pakistani Cricket Club, Easton Cowfolk, Bristol

Co-operative Gym

Speakers: Guy, Stacy, Abdul, Becs.

82 Participants including us.

Minutes

Actions:

● Keep in contact with  the community members that expressed concerns and continue the

conversation

● Share the map that outlines the exact perimeter of the area we’re talking about – Pavilion

building, Cricket Pitches, and Football fields only. (link to Map, source of map)

What we talked about:

Two parts to the meeting: 1) Introducing the project and the partners, 2) answering questions

1) Introducing the project and the partners

Context: Bristol City Council owns the Netham Pavilion and the Cricket/Football grounds but they

have decided it is a liability and want someone else to run it on their behalf and it has to be about

sports. We are putting in an Expression of Interest, which is just the first stage. The EoI deadline is

31st of March, after which – if the EoI is successful – there will be a longer application process.

Eastside Community Trust are helping by  supporting the partnership and to get information out.

We are three voluntary organisations that have come together to put social value at the heart of

everything we do. The Netham would be our home and we would be the main users but we want to

make it accessible to others to use when we’re not using it and have a space that meets our

collective needs. The pavilion needs to be cost-neutral.

BCG is the body positive gym that’s run by its members. We’re a co-operative so it’s all volunteers.

We’re self-sustaining and independent.

Bristol Pakistani Cricket club have used the pitches since the inception of Netham Pavilion. They

provide sporting activities, including youth club and recently introduced a women’s team and provide

respite for the older folk who come watch it.

Easton Cowfolk are a collection of different sports based in Easton, they have been around for 30

years. We were involved with the Community Care Package which has helped deliver fruit and veg to

the city to those who need it throughout the pandemic and have done litter picks and work around

accessibility.

2) Q&A

Q: Will there be free activities?

https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/4814559/0/Netham+Park++Pavilion+facilities+and+sports+pitches+plan.pdf/f664eda5-f5e1-96bd-421b-6df8ff3355f4
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/web/sports-facilities-transfer/netham-park-site-information


A: There needs to be a balance between getting income to sustain the building and offering it for

free. None of the organisations are profit-based, any money will go to the building. We will have to

rely on income from renting but we will also need some grants and funding opportunities to cover

the running costs.

Q: Are you restricting the green space?

A: No. The asset transfer will only be about the football and cricket pitches and the pavilion building,

so not the play area. We will share the map after this meeting, which is publicly available. We have

all experienced how important it is to have open space, we don’t want to take space away from the

people in the area. We want to keep it local.

Q: We would like to use the space with activity clubs or celebrations. Can we?

A: None of these groups are private or semi-private. If this group isn’t successful, it could be a

National Corporate organization who could restrict the access to the building. The other option is

nobody’s Expression of Interest is successful, which would mean the council keeps it but it will not be

accessible for the public to use. We want to make it accessible to the community and we are not

looking to make money off of it. We will have a central point of contact, and we want to make the

space accessible for others to use.

Q: will you look into social prescribing?

A: Yes. We are already talking to the wellspring about social prescribing and with cancer specialists

and other partners.

Q: Is there scope for site improvements? What are your plans?

A: We’ve got dreams but it all depends on planning. We’re in such an early stage it’s impossible to

say. We need to take away the information from today and consider it. Other things mentioned:

Youth provisions, all weather pitches, lighting, and involving the Somali community in cricket.

Q: Does this sort of asset transfer happen often?

A: Yes. For example Felix Road Playground, Trinity Centre, Windmill Hill City Farm. These, in addition

to lots of other examples, is where the council owns it but a community organization runs it. There

are currently 12 sports facilities being transferred, Netham is just one of them. It is a programme

decided on by the council outside of our control or influence. We saw this as an opportunity to come

together.



Text Chat Round-up
Full text is saved, the following gives an overview of sentiments expressed via the chat during the

meeting.

Main concerns are:

Is the community being listened to?

Which we are addressing by

1) having his public meeting before we do our Expression of Interest and listening to the

community

2) keeping communication going with  some of the community to have an on-going

conversation around their needs and concerns.

3) passing on the concerns to the team looking into organisational structures of the umbrella

organisation created

Can the community still use the park?

Which we are addressing by

1) sharing the map that shows the boundaries of  the cricket/football pitches and the Pavilion

building (the play area and wildlife areas are clearly outside of the marked boundaries

published by the Council)

2) communicating with the community about which parts of Netham are affected

3) having a single point of contact for the Pavilion and the pitches so it’s clear when it is and

isn’t available to use

4) when we have more information around renting costs to transparently share these, and to

have the pavilion rentable at a cost to break even, not to make money.

5) building partnerships with other organisations who may be able to provide low-cost or free

to access activities (e.g. cricket club has accessed funding to provide youth cricket classes)

Content of message # messages

Concern 7

Can community still use it 5

Community has no voice/not consulted 2

Negative comment 1

Can community still use it 1

Negative question 2

Accusation 1

Community has no voice/not consulted 1

Agreement with concern 24

Can community still use it 7

Community has no voice/not consulted 1

How does it support community 1

Community member A. concern on restriction of park 4



Community member S. concern on council unfairness, privatisation of park 11

positive comment 9

Bring a vision 1

Community listened to 1

Helpful meeting 1

Thanks 2

General positive comment/thanks 4

positive question 3

Can we use the site 1

How can we support 1

Request to join 1

Counter to concern 2

Community can still use it 2


